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Alex Campbell illustrates how to make a cubic soap bubble. Alex and Zach McCordic of Bert Edwards Science and
Technology School have been busy this summer helping to make DVD’s illustrating hands-on science experiments.

ASTTBC provides another generous grant to the BIG Little Science Centre See Page 3.
Science World C.E.O. visits BIG Little Science Centre See Page 10.
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ASTTBC Donation

The BIG Little Science Centre received a generous donation of $1,500 from the Applied Science
Technologists and Technicians of British Columbia (ASTTBC) on July 29. The check was presented to
Gord Stewart and Gordon Gore by John Leech, Executive Director of the ASTTBC. Don Graham Photo

K. B. Pro Video Team at Work

Left: Brent Ring of K B Pro Video prepares to shoot a BIG Little Science Centre video on Electricity.
Right: Brent Ring with his trusty assistant Heather Hansen. Brent and Heather shot six videos on electricity
for Grade 6. Bert Edwards Science and Technology School students Zach McCordic and Alex Campbell
were the actors in this set of programs. Gordon Gore is overseeing the science content of the series.
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Galileo Galilei 1564-1642
A Mathematical and Scientific Genius Capable of Attracting Thousands

to his Lectures and Who Proposed a Mathematical Basis for Modern Science.

Dr. C. J. (Kip) Anastasiou

Galileo Galilei was born to a formerly wealthy family, and despite their brilliance, they were having trouble
meeting the standard expected of them. His father Vincenzo had chosen music for a career, and found though he
was a gifted musician and musical theoretician, the salary rewards were inadequate. He was determined that his
clever son become a well paid medical man.

Galileo was educated in a monastery and if his father had not intervened, would have become a monk. He
was entered into university to become a doctor, but his brilliance as a mathematician was recognized by his teachers
and they prevailed on his father to allow him to follow a mathematical career. Vincenzo’s fears were born out when
Galileo received his first appointment as Professor of Mathematics at the University of Pisa. Galileo received 60
scudi a year, while the Professor of Medicine received 2000 scudi (shades of UBC between Profs of Education
and Medicine!).

Galileo’s father died very soon after he graduated and the responsibility for supporting his family fell on
his young shoulders, including the dowries for his two sisters, which left him scrambling for money most of his
life. He never married but at the age of 36, he began a relationship with a mistress, though he never lived with her,
resulted in Galileo’s two daughters and a son. Throughout his life, he remained devoted to his children though his
relationship with his mistress soon faded.

At Pisa, Galileo shone as a professor, attracting hoards of students and beginning his studies in mechanics.
But he was also a bit of a joker. He wrote and/or performed in a skit that made fun of the University
administration. As a result, he was permitted to resign and found himself unemployed. Fortunately, the University
of Padua soon hired him as head of mathematics at three times the salary. He remained at Padua, immensely
popular, for 18 years where he researched his most important works.

It was while he was at Padua that he heard about a Dutchman, who put lenses together so that distant
objects appeared closer. Since Galileo was, like many of the earlier science philosophers, a can-do guy, he
promptly ground his own lenses to make himself what would become known as a telescope, rather than the earlier
‘spyglass’. Although others may have pointed their spyglasses to the heavens, Galileo was the first to study and
record his observations of the moon and the planets. To his surprise, he found one object and then another and
another and another which appeared to be circling Jupiter. He had discovered four of Jupiter’s moons and even
more important, he published his findings in a booklet called the Starry Messenger! Because of the importance of
any discovery in the heavens (and that really holds true today as well), he became an instant celebrity throughout
the western world. He demonstrated his finds to the amazed city fathers, not disavowing them of the idea that he
had invented this wonderful instrument. They immediately doubled his salary, but soon found out that there were
telescopes all over Europe, and once again, Galileo was in trouble. He was so famous that they couldn’t rescind the
raise, but they delayed it for about a year or more and were more than a little ticked off!

Galileo enjoyed working with engineering projects, often with the army, and spent a lot of his time working
out solutions for practical problems. In fact, some scholars look upon him as more of a ‘tinkerer’ rather than a
researcher, particularly in his early years. He made improvements on the telescope, but it was Kepler with his
depth of knowledge of optics, who made great advances in telescope design. Galileo knew little of optics. However,
Galileo was a wiz at mathematics and with his practical skills, he was able to produce and sell quantities of an early
slide rule he invented and manufactured in his home workshop.

As Galileo matured into an effective researcher, he developed a rigorous experimental approach, which
culminated with the publication of The Assayer. It was one of the first publications to propose an experimental
approach to investigation, in fact an early expression of the scientific method with an emphasis on quantitative
experiments lending themselves to mathematical analysis. However, he also took the opportunity to offend his
former friends, the Jesuits, by quite grossly insulting their mathematician, Horatio Grassi (who had correctly
suggested that comets moved in orbits like planets)!
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With the publication of the Starry Messenger, Galileo began to realize that the earth was probably not

stationary in a revolving universe. If moons also revolved around Jupiter, here were heavenly bodies that were
revolving around another planet. Copernicus’ sun-centered system seemed like a more logical alternative. Although
Galileo never accepted his elliptical orbits, he began a correspondence with Kepler, which lasted most of their lives.
Unfortunately for Galileo, a devout Catholic, the Church had for hundreds of years considered the earth-centered
universe a basic tenet of the religion and any one foolish enough to think and say otherwise was considered a
dangerous heretic. Much of his correspondence with Kepler still exists, and early in the exchanges, Galileo admits
to a belief in the sun-centered universe. Kepler, a devout Protestant, of course, urged him to come out and say it
publicly.

When Pope Urban VIII was elected, Galileo saw him as a friend, and in fact, had a number of very
friendly audiences with him. It was during these audiences that the pope encouraged Galileo to publish a treatise on
the two world systems, Ptolemaic (earth-centered universe) and Copernican (sun-centered universe), but with strict
instructions to consider the Copernican as simply a hypothesis. Galileo developed the treatise as a brilliant
conversational discourse between three philosophers, a clever guy, a dummy (he used the name Simplicio, which in
Italian means stupid!), and an intervener. Guess which of the three Galileo used to express some of the exact words
the pope used in his warning to Galileo – Simplicio, of course! The pope was livid, and was already under pressure
from the Spanish cardinals and the very conservative Dominican order (who ran the Inquisition in Rome). Though
Galileo was enthusiastically congratulated by his friends, the rumors of impending disaster soon reached him, and
the summons to Rome soon followed.

One of the characteristics of the Inquisition, at least in Rome, was that the subject was already convicted of
‘vehement heresy’ before they were summoned. When the convicted was brought before the Cardinals of the
Inquisition, he was there to confess and to recant. If either of these did not occur, it was probably going to be
‘purification by fire’, commonly known as burning at the stake. Even if the convicted did confess and recant, as
Galileo did (he was always a devout Catholic), punishment was sure to follow. Galileo’s punishment was house
arrest for life and no more writing or publishing of articles that included statements of ‘vehement heresy’!

Galileo’s fate had a very chilling effect on publications by prominent Catholic philosophers of the time.
Descartes, for example, immediately on hearing about Galileo’s conviction, withdrew his great treatise on the world
from the printers and it was never published except in part after Descartes death.

Galileo was 68 when he was convicted and sentenced, and though he became very morose, he did still have
many students who rallied around and encouraged him in his old age. During this period he still managed to write
and publish (in Holland), his treatise, Discourse on Two New Sciences, which you can be certain, had nothing to do
with the sun being the centre of the universe.

On his death in 1642, his students and friends wanted to bury him in style, but since he was a convicted
heretic, the church forbade anything but a simple crypt. A hundred and some years later the Church relented and a
very ornate crypt was created for him, one of his daughters and his most devoted student and friend, Viviani.

In 1992, Pope John Paul the Second formally admitted that the church accepts that the earth moves and
it was wrong to have convicted Galileo. One would think that that would be the end of the Galileo affair, but even
recently, apologists for the Church are publishing books that pretty well state that the Church was actually right and
Galileo was wrong!

If this is the time here in Kamloops,…………..this is the time in Sydney, Australia
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Science Fun for Your Family

Gordon R. Gore

One can do many things with soap bubbles. In the photograph above, Summer Camp visitors (2007) are making
large bubbles using ‘bubble trumpets’. One can make a huge bubble with these devices. There are many ways to
make bubbles. The girls are about to try blowing small bubbles inside the big bubbles, using soda straws.

At the BIG Little Science Centre, we make a 4-litre batch of soap bubble mixture using about 350 mL
of Blue Dawn�, 50 mL of glycerin and 3600 mL of water. Put the water in a 4 L container first, and then add
the detergent and glycerin. Let the mixture stand for a day or longer. This mixture can be used to create huge
bubbles outdoors. For best results choose a cool, calm, humid day so that your bubbles last longer.

Suppliers such as Steve Spangler1 offer many kinds of soap bubble toys and mixes.
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One interesting aspect of soap films and bubbles is the colours one can observe, especially in photographs.

Soap bubbles are very sensitive to static electricity. (They are very light, and their surfaces conduct electricity.)

Still photographs cannot capture the many things people can do with bubbles. If you wish to see some examples
of bubble tricks, you might have a look at these sites.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na__Y96gv_0&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxzKH0N3QlM&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DCr258SIhg&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQDR2gCpai8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvpUziQnbBE&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlsoHgPbswg&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQmpVIgDvgQ&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0oVdXWjnsc&feature=related

1 http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/category/bubbles

Geometric forms can be purchased or handmade, which permit
the study of a variety of shapes of soap films. In this photo, a
cubic bubble was created by blowing through a soda straw into
the area where two pyramidal films originally existed.

Notice the beautiful colours created by sunlight reflected
from the front and back surfaces of the film. The phenomenon
involved is called interference.

On the right, a pair of soap bubbles falls near a positively charged
model Van de Graaff generator. Initially electrically neutral, the
bubble nearer to the charged generator dome becomes negatively
charged by induction. (Negatively charged particles from both
bubbles are attracted toward the positively charged dome.) The
closer bubble bursts as it approaches the charged dome, due to the
distorting effect of the electric force. The remaining bubble is left
positively charged and is repelled by the positively charged dome.

(This stroboscopic photo was taken forty years ago at UBC’s Science
Education department. Photo by Gordon Gore, with help from Professor
Reg Wild, who figured out how to make the bubble pairs.)
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How to Make a Cubic Soap Bubble
Gordon Gore

A bubble maker the shape of a cube is dipped into a large pail of soapy water. Surprisingly, this creates a double
pyramid shape (left photo). Alex Campbell shows what to do next (right photo). If you dip a soda straw in
soapy water, then insert it in the middle portion of the double pyramid, and blow air gently into the existing
film, you create a beautiful cubic soap bubble. The bubble maker shown in the photographs is available from
Steve Spangler1. You might wish to make your own cubic bubble maker using soda straws or coat hanger wire.

1 http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/category/bubbles
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Anemones
Vanessa Tonn

Left: Fish-Eating Anemone Right: Green Surf Anemone Photos by Gord Stewart

Although they look like flowers, these brightly colored creatures are actually living animals. Closely related to
jellyfish and corals, anemones live throughout the world’s oceans. There are more than 1,000 anemone species,
with most living in coastal or tropical waters.

An anemone’s basic body shape is a cylindrical sac. The base of the anemones attaches to hard surfaces
through an adhesive pedal disc, or foot. Although technically non-motile, anemones can actually slide across
hard surfaces. Their movement is very slow – around 7 to 10 centimeters an hour! To save time, sometimes an
anemone can hitch a ride on the shell of a snail or a hermit crab.

The mouth of the anemone is found in the middle of the oral disc at the top of the anemone. The oral
disc is surrounded by many tentacles, which are used to protect the anemone and capture prey. These tentacles
contain specialized cells called cnidocytes, which hold capsules called nematocysts. These harpoon-like
capsules possess a paralyzing neurotoxin, which is injected into anything that brushes the tentacles. This will
disable the prey, which is then drawn into the anemone’s mouth by its tentacles. Although some of these
neurotoxins are powerful enough to harm humans, most just make the tentacles feel sticky to the touch.

Anemones feed on a variety of things, including small fish, shrimp, crustaceans, mussels and plankton.
Clownfish form a very famous symbiotic relationship with anemones. Clownfish possess a mucus layer that
protects them from anemones by making them immune to their sting. These fish can then live among the
anemone’s tentacles, safe from predators. Anemones benefit from the relationship by snacking on food scraps
from the fish’s meals.

Many anemones reproduce by budding. A portion of the anemone will be pulled off, and the portion
will reform a new anemone. However, this requires that a suitable amount of the pedal disc is also removed.
The pink-tipped Aggregating Anemone of BC’s coast is very well known for its cloning ability. Large colonies
of these closely packed-anemones are usually all clones.

Aside from their slow movement, some anemones can actually swim. When their habitat becomes
unfavorable or when they become threatened by a predator they can detach from their solid substrate and
float to another area. In the case of a predator attack, anemones can actually swim to another location using
flexing motions of their body.

Anemones can be many different colors and range greatly in size. They can be as small as 1.25cm as
large as 1.8m across. Some species of anemones can live more than 50 years!

The BIG Little Science Centre has many anemones to view in the Marine Tank.
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Science World President Visits BIG Little Science Centre

Is this any way to treat an honoured guest?
Bryan Tisdall, President and C.E.O. of Science World, came to visit on Friday August 8. Several directors and
volunteers were available to ‘talk shop’ and consider possible closer cooperation with British Columbia’s
largest science centre. Bryan spent two hours visiting us, but after trying out the display in the photograph,
decided to leave while he was still ‘a head’. Seriously, thanks to Bryan Tisdall for visiting our centre, and to
Jim Hebden, Adele Stapleton, Jackie Stewart, Vanessa Tonn, Ken Schroeder, Gord Stewart and Gordon
Gore for taking the time to meet with Bryan. Gord Stewart will be meeting with Bryan again in September.

The school year from September 2007
to August 2008 saw record attendance
at the BIG Little Science Centre.
Approximately 9,400 visitors will have
been entertained during this period.


